SUNDAY SCHOOL BEGINS

IN PERSON ON

NOVEMBER 15

AT

9:45 A.M.

Many people have researched and discussed safety protocols and we ask for your cooperation.
Please practice safety guidelines: wear a mask and physically distance including one person at a
time in the bathrooms. We will have hand sanitizers, wipes and spray in each room and bathroom.
Temperatures will be taken at entrances.

ADULT
We are excited and are looking forward to seeing everyone. We have not had in-person Sunday School in so long, we
have planned for adult classes to meet together. This way we can continue to build relationships and grow together
spiritually. This will be a time to also promote unity and fellowship. The class will meet in the gym where we can
physically distance yet be together socially. Enter through front doors with temperatures being taken. Rev. Raymond
Tucker has agree to teach this class through December 13. He has chosen to teach the book of James. Our traditional
birthday party for Jesus will be Dec. 20 with COVID safety modifications.
There will be a Zoom component to this class and we have a new free standing podium with speakers to enhance audio. Due to Zoom component, this class will meet from 9:45-10:30.
The link and password to join the Zoom class is below.
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86410645365?pwd=RzR1NVRBbGJuNHpPQkh1Q2I0d1JOUT09

563939

CHILDREN and YOUTH
We are delighted to once again have in person Sunday School and we are trying to make the environment as safe as
possible. So please read carefully and follow the outlined protocol which is the result of extensive research. Suggestions are welcomed.
YOUTH and MIDDLE SCHOOL meet upstairs in the Centre; room will be divided. Use door nearest to the stairs to
enter and exit. Temperatures will be taken and masks are required. Do not use front doors or elevator. If bathroom is
needed, co-ordinate one person at a time.
ELEMENTARY. Use door to fellowship hall that is closest to playground. One family at a time. Parents will sign
children in and ring the bell for Sunday School teacher to meet children, take temperature and then take to classroom.
Parents should not go further than the table set up inside door with sign in sheets, bell and sanitizers. When picking
children up, please ring bell and teacher will release your child. Everyone use bathroom closest to classroom following safety protocol. People scheduled to teach also teach at OCTEC and public elementary school.
PRESCHOOL and NURSERY. Use door to nursery wing which is nearest the playground and bathrooms closest to
classroom. There will be a table set up just inside the door to the building. Parents, one family at a time, are to stop
here, sign the child in and ring bell. The teacher will meet you, take temperatures and then take the child to classroom. PLEASE use this same door to pick up your child. Stop at the table and ring the bell to alert the teacher. Parents: The person scheduled to teach is also teaching at USC.

